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Author's response to reviews:

Rotterdam, April 26, 2010

Dear editor,

Thank you very much for the acceptance of our manuscript ‘Monitoring of risk perceptions and correlates of precautionary behaviour related to human avian influenza during 2006 – 2007 in the Netherlands: results of seven consecutive surveys.’ We have made the last required editorial requests.

- Affiliations. The necessary information has been added.
- The numbering of the figures has been altered. The first figure cited in the text is now figure 1.
- The table which was in landscape has been changed in to a portrait format.
- The title of the introduction has been changed into background.
- The heading references has been included.
- The vertical lines of the tables have been removed.

We feel we have made all the necessary editorial changes. If there are any further questions please do not hesitate to get in touch

Yours sincerely,

Best wishes,

Onno de Zwart